
LAST-DOLLAR SCHALORSHIP PROGRAMS & FREE CITY  

What is a Last-Dollar Scholarship Program? 

Last-dollar scholarship programs are programs that pay only for tuition and fees that are not covered by 
other existing federal and state grant aid. Such programs do not help students cover other, non-tuition 
necessities like room, board, books, supplies, and transportation.  

Last-dollar programs help middle-income families who are not eligible for federal and state grant aid but 
neglect additional support for low-income students who often have zero family contribution and who 
struggle or are unable to afford additional education-related costs.  

One of the key goals of Free City is to expand access to higher education in our city, providing hope 
and opportunity and making SF more affordable. A Last-Dollar approach fails to reach the San 
Francisco students who need the most help and also raises questions about equity, fairness, and 
distribution of public dollars.  

What are the critiques of Last-Dollar Scholarship Programs? 

The two central critiques of last-dollar programs: 

(1) The practical effect of these programs is to spend the most money on students who need the least 
aid. This raises serious questions about whether this type of policy is in fact an equitable 
distribution of public resources.  

(2) Last-dollar programs do not cover other necessities like room, board, books, supplies, and 
transportation that most students need in order to attend school and to survive.  

Free City Is Not Actually a Last-Dollar Program 

Based in part on critiques of last-dollar programs such as The Tennessee Promise,1 Free City was 
designed to capture the promise of free tuition—and that promise reaches and speaks to nearly all 
students and their families, regardless of income—while supplementing the aid going to low-income 
students. This is intended as a benefit to San Franciscans. 

Even with financial aid, CCSF students struggle economically, work many hours, and take out more 
than $3M in federal student loans annually. CCSF’s 2015-16 student expense budget (called the “Cost of 
Attendance” report) found that students spend approximately $3,033 per year for education-related 
costs, not including childcare or room and board. For low-income students, additional educational 
support (originally proposed at up to $1000 per year) reduces the need to choose between buying food 
and textbooks, between paying rent and the transit costs to allow them to physically reach and attend 
classes. 

																																																													
1	An especially useful conceptual text here is “Tennessee’s Promise is None at All: Last Dollar 
Scholarships Provide the Least Aid to Students with the Most Need” by Bryce McKibbon, education 
staffer for U.S. Senator Patty Murray, written shortly after the announcement of the Tennessee Promise 
program, which is frequently cited as the progenitor of modern free tuition programs. 
https://medium.com/@bmckib/tennessees-promise-is-none-at-all-c3575cc79dd9#.vi83t57az 

	



For low-income families, last-dollar programs can feel like a bait-and-switch. We have heard reports 
from all over the country of free tuition programs that bring students to college only to discover that they 
are not eligible for free tuition. But that’s not Free City. 

Fewer Barriers, Not More 

The Last-Dollar concept appears to maximize federal and state financial aid, thus saving money for the 
program or scholarship in question. But a significant amount of research shows that nationwide, millions 
of eligible students do not apply for financial aid each year, for a variety of reasons.2 Other studies 
suggest that nontraditional students face larger barriers to completing financial aid applications.3 And 
first-generation college students may be among those most at risk.4  

While FAFSA completion rates have increased nationwide over the last 15 years with stronger methods 
of outreach and education about financial aid, this is a slow process that requires major initiative at 
every institution of higher education.  

Rather than including a blanket requirement for students to apply for FAFSA, we should encourage and 
help students access the BOG and FAFSA—when eligible. But this is not a shortcut situation. There is 
extensive research that CCSF’s Financial Aid Office is surely already implementing, and likely more 
can be done. This is what a good faith effort means, and that effort is good for students, for City College, 
and for the Free City initiative. But first, students need to come, to discover that higher education is, 
indeed, a place that they belong. 

Free City sidesteps the pitfalls of last-dollar programs, supporting low-income students most in need 
while advancing all students and making CCSF tuition-free for San Franciscans. Increasing the stipend 
funding for low-income students will make Free City more equitable by addressing more of the unmet 
need we know the majority of CCSF students face, with the additional benefit of incentivizing eligible 
students to work through the frequently complex financial aid process. And as an open, inclusive 
program, it will continue to “break down walls” and bust barriers, better educating the SF community. 
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2	J. Cody Davidson’s 2013 “Increasing FAFSA Completion Rates: Research, Policies and Practices” in 
the Journal of Student Financial Aid (Vol. 43.1) provides an extensive review of this complex data. 
Available at http://publications.nasfaa.org/jsfa/vol43/iss1/4 

3	See for instance Radey, Melissa, and Leah P. Cheatham, “Do Single Mothers Take Their Share?: 
FAFSA Completion Among Aid-Eligible Female Students.” Journal of Diversity in Higher Education, 
2013 (Vol. 6.4), 261-275.	

4	McKinney, Lyle, and Heather Novak, “FAFSA Filing Among First-Year College Students: Who Files 
on Time, Who Doesn’t, and Why Does it Matter?” Resources in Higher Education (2015): 56:1–28. 

 


